Abstract
In this study, the chances of the early Republican years games have been addressed. At study has been discussed that in which societies these kinds of games are played and what kinds of games are included, especially lottery have been emphasized by being included various definitions and history of Games of chance.
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Also in this part, it has been shown that differences between lottery which are known to have existed in many ways centuries ago and included in the scope of games of chance and this period which is discussed.
In this study, the late Ottoman period in the republic’s liberation in the their lives that troubled times are over for a game of chance as definite by lottery to the Turkish people in brisk benefits arising for gets. An airplane national feeling of the lottery big aviation Turkish with it to remove drastically benefits brisk is seen. On the other side, it has been understood that games of chance like lottery and horse-race are used by state in an attempt to help public get over depressed times by distracting their attention as a social factor.
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